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List of Abbreviations

AH accessibility hierarchy DSO double-object dative

ACC accusative case secondary object

ATO active transitive object FGREP forming global

ATS active transitive subject representations

AUX auxiliary with extended

BN binding node backpropagation

BPTT backpropagation FLN faculty of language

through time in the narrow sense

CE center-embedding FSM finite-state machine

CFL context-free language HSD honestly significant

COMP complementizer difference

CP complementizer phrase IO indirect object

CPQ complex polar question IP inflectional phrase

CPQCE center-embedded ITS intransitive subject

complex polar question LDA linear discriminant

CPQRB right-branching analysis

complex polar question LENS light, efficient

CR compressed representation network simulator

CS cross-serial MCSG mildly context-sensi-

CSL context-sensitive language tive grammar

DDS double-object dative subject NP noun phrase

DE depth of embedding NOM nominative case

DET determiner NVN noun-verb-noun

DFA deterministic finite OBL oblique

automaton OBO oblique object

DO double-object dative OBS oblique subject

DP determiner phrase OComp object of comparison

DPO double-object dative OO object-modifying,

primary object object-relativized
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290 List of abbreviations

OS object-modifying, SRN simple recurrent network

subject-relativized SS subject-modifying,

PAST past tense subject-relativized

PCA principle components UG universal grammar

analysis VP verb phrase

PD prepositional dative XOR exclusive or

PDP parallel distributed XYZ thematic role coding

processing

PDS prepositional dative

subject

PER period

PP prepositional phrase

PPO prepositional dative

primary object

PRES present tense

PROG progressive aspect

PRON pronoun

PropN proper name

PSO prepositional dative

secondary object

PTS passive transitive subject

PTO passive transitive object

RAAM recursive auto-associative

memory

RB right-branching

RC relative clause

RDR recursive distributed

representation

RNN recurrent neural network

RT reaction time

SC simple clause

SCN sequential cascaded

network

SIMP simple aspect

SN subnetwork

SO subject-modifying,

object-relativized

SPEC subsymbolic parser for

embedded clauses

SPQ simple polar question

SRAAM sequential recursive

auto-associative memory


